Measure Square Revolutionizes Commercial Takeoff Software With The Launch Of Version 8

PASADENA, CA—Measure Square, a leading developer of flooring software and apps, today announced
Measure Square 8, which is a major upgrade of the company’s commercial takeoff platform. The
software, which is built on Microsoft’s Azure cloud, provides features like elevation designs, 3D models
and installation phasing
“We continue to innovate to ensure our customers have the most advanced technologies and services,”
said Dr. Steven Wang, the CEO and co-founder of Measure Square. “We have the benefit of thousands
of customers who provide us invaluable feedback and insight, making our software more powerful.”
Measure Square 8 delivers the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Large Projects: Import 100+ pages in a matter of moments.
Autocomplete: Quickly draw a room – by finishing with one click – based on previously drawn
walls.
Random Tile Pattern Designer: Set the percentages and then apply the tiles.
Customizable Bid Worksheets: Easily design professional bids within Measure Square 8 – which
can then be exported to Excel.
Finish Schedules: Customize individual waste percentages for products such as tile and the
waste percentages are calculated for role goods.
Phase Tool: Easily create estimates as well as display diagrams, quantities and documents at the
phase level.
Project Items List: Quickly input complex finish schedules in a list format rather than productby-product.
Wall Stacks: Draw them with a single click.

"Measure Square is strategic for our business and ecosystem," said Bill Koch, who is the chief estimator
at Acousti Engineering. “As for version 8, I’m thrilled with the boost in efficiency and speed with our
takeoffs. The software enables customers to get up and running in a short timeframe to achieve faster
time to value and ROI."

See Measure Square 8 at NeoCon – Showroom 7/Booth 5130
Measure Square will demo Measure Square 8 at NeoCon on June 11th – 13th at theMart in Chicago. To
schedule a demo or learn more, contact Alicia Pollerana at 626-683-9188 x0110 M-F 7am-4pm PST or
email at alicia@measuresquare.com.
Pricing and Availability
The Multi-Family edition is $149 per month per user and the Commercial version is $179 per month per
user. There is a 20% discount if the subscription is pre-paid for 12 months (this applies to both
versions).
About Measure Square

Founded in 2001, Measure Square is a leading developer of flooring software and apps, with innovative
features like elevation designs, 3D models and installation phasing. The company works with many of
the top companies in the industry – like Acousti, StarFloors, CDI and Bonitz – to provide fast, accurate
and professional takeoffs. To learn more about Measure Square, visit
http://www.measuresquare.com/.
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Additional Information
To learn more about Measure Square 8, please visit: https://www.measuresquare.com/takeoffestimating-software-for-commercial-flooring.shtml
Learning Center: https://www.measuresquare.com/commercial_video_topics.shtml
Connect with Measure Square
Like Measure Square on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/MeasureSquareCorp/
Follow @measuresquare on Twitter

